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Walking Dublin unfolds, as never before, the riches and diversity of one of Europe's most

fascinating cities. In twenty-four meticulously planned, original walks the streets and byways of

Ireland's capital city yield myriad surprises from impressive Stone Age remains to Celtic reminders,

and Georgian architectural gems to contemporary landmarks, each walk offers a tour of discovery,

revealing the city's hidden secrets as well as its famous sights. Experience, too, the buzz of Temple

Bar's nightlife, the noisy sociability of the ubiquitous pub, and explore the breathtaking mountain and

coastal scenery at the city's edge. All this and more is evocatively presented by Pat Liddy, Irish

Times columnist and one of Dublin's bestselling writers. With affection and enthusiasm he reveals

Dublin as a truly cosmopolitan capital whose culture and citizens have enriched the world.

--Twenty-four original and easy walks, carefully chosen to show Dublin in all its glory --A wealth of

detail on both literary and historic Dublin as well as insight into the city's lively social scene

--Personal recommendations for traditional Irish pubs and bars, including those frequented by

Ireland's most famous literary figures --Easy-to-follow route map for each walk --Practical

information on transport and opening times --Full-color photographs, and delightful drawings by the

author
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Pat Liddy is a writer, broadcaster, inveterate walker, and one of Dublin's most renowned exponents

of his native city's heritage.



Recently, I traveled to Ireland and spent 9 days in Dublin and found this guide a wealth of

information. The tour of the Viking part of the city was great for also getting to know your way

around. Pat lays out the guide in such a way, you soon realize how small a city Dublin really is and

how easy it is to walk around. The different neighborhoods and favors they present. There is much

more to Dublin than Temple Bar.I lucked into Pat Liddy a few days later. The tour was a general

overview of the city which included an active Viking dig site that was gone a later in the week.

Dublin has so many faces for the traveler, a intimate guide is a blessing since it helps you to see

below the surface. The 9 days was better organized and focused on experiencing Dublin.For a short

or long stay here, this is a guide I can fully endorse. His guided tours is well worth the time and

money.

I was looking for a book that would give me the history of buildings and streets while walking around

Dublin. This book is full of good, detailed information but, unfortunately, is presented in a way that

would require a lot of reading while walking. What's needed is a book that alllows the walker to

quickly refer to a building or neighborhood, perhaps by including illustrations that can be understood

at a glance.

An excellent way to divide your trip to Dublin. Most people say to only spend 1-2Days in Dublin

before moving on, but there's so much to see. I'm using this guide for a 3 day trip. The maps are

helpful, list landmarks and places of interest, and divide walks into historical and literary themes;

there's even a leafy suburb walk.

Great. Very useful.

I am planning to visit Dublin and I want to walk and explore sites connected to literary figures as well

as famous areas. I enjoyed this bookbecause it has route maps and they seem to be easy to follow.

Beautiful color illustrations of everything I'd like to see when I get there.If you want to appreciate this

wonderful city as I do. This is the book I want to have with me.

Top knotch !! Our trip to Dublin will be great thanks to this book !!!
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